Congratulations on your new

CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF® by dk3!
This shelf was designed in 1958 by legendary Danish designer Poul Cadovius.
It’s a classic shelf. A subtle bookcase. A convenient storage for your everyday accessories. Or an
aesthetic face-lift of the living room wall. The choice is yours.
CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF® is a perfectly executed shelf with a playful contrast between the
lightness of the butterfly shape and the solid wooden material. This adds to a clean look with just
one single detail: a laser-cut brand name on the “wing” as a testament to the authenticity of the
one-and-only CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF® Poul Cadovius 1958 by dk3.
The shelf is available in solid oil treated walnut and oak.
Poul Cadovius’ design universe covers a wide range of masterpieces. Both his life and designs
testify to a genuine figure that went his own way – to the delight of us all.
We hope you will enjoy your new furniture.
Best regards

For more inspiration please visit www.dk3.dk

Mounting of your CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF ®
We have made precise monting easy by using this template
1. Just cut out the holes and use this template to mark the holes on your
wall, where you wish to hang your CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF®.
2. Use a spirit level to make sure, that the shelf is hanging straight.
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Important information:
The CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF® can be mounted on many different wall surfaces as long as
the wall has sufficient strength to carry the shelf and the loads on it. The screws provided are only
intended for mounting the shelf directly onto wood. If you intend to mount the shelf on concrete,
brick, hollow block, gypsum board or other materials, you will need appropriate fastening systems.
The installation should be carried out by a qualified person.
dk3 can not be held responsible for wall damage caused by your CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF®
or the mounting of it. Beware of sharp edges and that oiled furniture may contain surplus oil in the
surface at the beginning.
Do not place the shelf near radiators or other heat sources, which can dry out the wood and cause
cracking. Do not place hot or humid objects directly on the shelf, which may stain or damage it.
In general, keep wooden furniture away from direct sunlight, which can darken some woods and
fade others. Color changes may also occur when objects are left for extended periods in the same
location on the furniture.

3. Use fastenings, which are suitable for the wall, e.g. screws and plugs.
The screws must protrude 50 mm.

Design by

Care & maintenance for CADOVIUS BUTTERFLY SHELF® in oil treated oak or walnut:
The CADOVIUS BUTTERFLYSHELF® in both oak and walnut has an oiled finish that will occasionally
need to be refreshed. For everyday care, use a cloth lightly moistened with water. Do not use
detergents. If the solid wooden shelf is scratched, it can be sanded in the direction of the grain with
fine abrasive paper (280–320 grit) and then oiled.
Apply oil with a clean cloth and leave it on the surface for approx. 15 minutes. Never pour oil or
water directly onto the furniture surface. Treat the whole shelf. Wipe the furniture until the surface is
clean and dry. Allow the wood to dry for 12 hours before use. Sanding and oil finishing should always
be done in the direction of the wood grain. If you are treating the shelf with oil, remove it from the
wall and re-fit it only after the oil has dried.
Warning! Risk of spontaneous combustion:
Cloths used for oil treatment present a risk of spontaneous combustion if not disposed of properly.
Oil-soaked cloths and paper can for example be kept in an air tight container or can be wrapped in
tin foil before being disposed of.

